C&IT's top five destinations in the spotlight in 2010
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C&IT has picked out the top five destinations in the C&IT spotlight in 2010, from Londonderry to Sharjah.

Londonderry

The spotlight shone on Londonderry – also known as Derry – in July when it was named the UK’s City of Culture for 2013.

Istria

The tourist peninsula, located in the western most part of Croatia, offers a new high-end and luxury destination such as olive oil and truffles.

Damascus
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Jobs of the week

HEAD OF EVENTS, Botanist
Competitive salary, flexible, depending on experience, Harpenden, Hertfordshire

Corporate and Commercial Events Intern 2010, London Stock Exchange
£10k per month, London

Account Manager - Events Agency (Modernity Contract), Manchester
Up to £25k (depending on experience), Manchester

Event Director - The S.Pellegrino World's 50
Road Restaurants, William Road Business
Media
Competitive, Crowley

Account Manager, First Protocol
Competitive, London

C&IT's top five destinations in the spotlight in 2010

The Syrian capital lays strong claim to being the oldest city in the world, and delegates can explore the混highs of the palace, mazes like OM City while enjoying the modern comforts of hotels such as the Four Seasons.

Istanbul

With its reputation as a melting pot of culture and history, a wealth of luxury venues and its new crown as Capital of Culture for 2010, it's been a strong year for Istanbul's C&IT appeal.

Sharjah

Although less familiar to many than Dubai and Abu Dhabi, Sharjah is keen to become known as the region's cultural hub, and is investing in a wealth of new developments to support the anticipated tourism interest.
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Gozo Mini Guide
Read C&IT's mini guide to Gozo and learn more about this glittering Mediterranean jewel. Produced in association with the Malta Tourism Authority.
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